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Whistleblower: Gender patients begged to 'have
body parts put back on'

'We were encouraged not to make a big deal of it'

Joe Biden insists that transgender treatments, the chemicals, the hormones,
the surgical mutilations, are just more "health" care.

And his advocacy while in the White House has raised the profile of the
industry and the impact on its victims.
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But some of the of the worst atrocities just now are coming to light,
including the testimony from a whistleblower that patients of a children's
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gender clinic were "begging to have body parts put back on."

It is Fox News that reported on the comments from a children's gender clinic
whistleblower who appeared on a daytime television talk show.

The whistleblower, Jamie Reed, who used to work at the Washington
University Transgender Center at St. Louis Children's Hospital, wrote an
expose last year calling such treatments "morally and medically appalling."
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The report noted Reed, "who is queer and married to a transgender person
herself," explained what changed her ideas on the subject.
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"A number of things. We started to see patients who were experiencing very
significant medical harms being rushed to the emergency room with
lacerations requiring stitches. We had patients contact us who were begging
to have body parts put back on within months of having surgeries."

She continued, "The thing that kept happening is every time I would raise
concerns and ask about the protocols and ask about the guidelines – this is
just how the industry works, if a child says they're trans there's no
questioning it. We just say, 'Yep, you're trans, what would you like?'"

Multiple studies, in fact, have documented that nearly all of the children who
experience gender dysphoria during their early years resolve those conflicts
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and live ordinary lives as their birth sex – if they are not influenced by those
promoting the extremism.

Reed worked with children at that clinic.

"You're telling me that a 12- or 13-year-old, who can't decide which pajamas
to wear, can come in and say, 'I've decided that I want to transition,' and
with no more than a couple of hours or two visits – not even a couple of
hours, two visits – they say 'Okay, start taking this, start doing this,' which
alters their biochemistry in a way that you can't come back from?" show host
Dr. Phil wondered.
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Reed: "Correct."

The ideology has boomed under Biden's presidency, during which he has
insisted it's "health care," must be normalized throughout the federal
government and even promoted overseas.

Reed was blunt: "Doctors are acting like they're God when it comes to
medically transitioning children."

"I saw a young person who was begging to have their breasts put back on
after having surgery, we were encouraged not to make a big deal out of it and
definitely not to tell other families. I couldn't continue to be silent on it."

Many prominent figures now are seeking investigations into trans clinics
after a flood of heart-wrenching stories from those who adopted the agenda,
but now are "detransitioning." Some of those even have taken those who
"treated" them to court for damages.

The Washington University clinic already is under investigation by Missouri
Attorney General Andrew Bailey.

For 25 years, WND has boldly brought you the news that really matters. If
you appreciate our Christian journalists and their uniquely truthful
reporting and analysis, please help us by becoming a WND Insider!
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Bob Unruh joined WND in 2006 after nearly three decades with the Associated Press, as well
as several Upper Midwest newspapers, where he covered everything from legislative battles
and sports to tornadoes and homicidal survivalists. He is also a photographer whose scenic
work has been used commercially.
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Rocco2 Apr 19 Edited

Note All the Cabinet  that  is supposed to be Joe's, is OBAMA'S Does that

tell you anything? Where is the rage and disgust? Why are the people

NOT shout ing from the rooftops? Where is SCOTUS, as these kids being

used as lab rats, ABUSED brainwashed, and MUTILATED! This is NO JOKE!

Reply 8

5 replies

diverdownmaui Apr 18

The next step is the lawsuits. This will be interesting to watch. Will the free

market shut down transgender surgeries? Only time will tell.

Reply 8 1

4 replies

Dmfjr39 Apr 19 Edited

The people who are doing this to children and any human being are simply

pure evil sick creatures, that includes the surgeon and the nurse and the

therapist and anyone who helped them torture and mutilate a human being .

Reply 5 2

Clearly101 Apr 19

THE EVIL PERPETRATED ON THSE CHILDREN IS AS BAD OR WORSE THAN

NAZIISM. What happened to America?

Reply 7

1 reply

T0by Apr 19

I put most of the blame on failed parenting.

Reply 7

1 reply

ngorgh Apr 19

This isn't about what "Transgenderism or individualism." It is about the agenda

that Obie set in motion to destroy America and it is being done by those in the

government that are part of the Devil's minions.

This isn't about what "Transgenderism or individualism." It is about the agenda

that Obie set in motion to destroy America and it is being done by those in the

government that are part of the Devil's minions.



Ephesian 6:10-13

10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.

11 Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the

wiles of the devil.

12 For we wrest le not  against  �esh and blood, but  against

principalit ies, against  powers, against  the rulers of the darkness of this

world, against  spiritual wickedness in high places.

13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day and having done all to stand
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Reply 4 3

MLSimon Apr 18

I think a lot of the gender confusion is caused by child abuse. That needs way

more attention. We also know child abuse is a big cause of drug abuse. And

that medical problem is a crime in America.

Reply 6 1

4 replies

Mark_O94109 Apr 18

Psych care has always been a horror story. Electroshock, lobotomy, drugging

people into a stupor. The brutal truth is that head shrinkers are slightly less

reputable and scienti�c than an African witchdoctor.

I pity these kids who fall into their hands, channelled there by an utterly evil,

Satanic government that seems to worship depravity and misery.

Reply 5 1 1

2 replies

Amerpat50 Apr 18

Nobody's asking these nut jobs why they want to be someone else in the �rst

place. Pure brainwashing. 20 years ago it was a rare mental disorder, now it's

what parachute pants were in the 80s. It's "cool and hip and everybody wants

it". Was pretty easy to take o� the pants in comparison. Same deal with the

tattoos. Might look good on young skin, but guess what kiddies.......

Reply 6 1

FireandAdjust Apr 19

Maybe we should pass a law that says, if a parent approves their child to

undergo "transition" surgery, and then their child, at ANY point in the future,

regrets "transitioning" and wants to "transition" back, then the parents have to

be medicallyh mutiliated in the same way they permitted their child to be

mutilated or go to jail for the rest of their lives for child abuse.

I'm willing to bet parents would stop this nonsense and all this "transition"

lunacy would go away REAL FAST

Reply 4 2



4 replies

ChrisMartel Apr 19

The parents that approve of this barbaric act should be charged with maiming

and attempted murder. These people TRULY hate their children.

Reply 6

2 replies

TF92 Apr 19

i  dont  think that  i could punish a vict im of this trick for taking revenge

on those who mutilated them.

Reply 6

1 reply

unclegeek Apr 19

It’s not Brandon doing this. It’s Obama. That mind is twisted like a piece of

overcooked spaghetti.

Reply 6

3 replies

Barbnc Apr 19

Transgenderism is nothing more than depopulation caused by O.

Reply 6

JBRoux Apr 18

1. obiden has no idea what he thinks about “his” trans agenda.

2. every professional involved knows they are dealing with a mental

disorder and rather than treat the disorder, they are taking advantage of

the patient by indulging their delusions.

3. this is how the left uses “diversity” to divide.

Reply 5 1

1 reply

ConcernedAmericanVeteran Apr 18

Once they mutilate these poor kids it's for the rest of their lives. You can't �x

this.

Reply 5 1

GondolaJohn Apr 18

Pure, unadulterated evil can only explained chopping o� someone's genitalia

even an adults! If none of the doctors wh are insane & demonically controlled

would refuse to do the operations, they would have to cut their own genitalia

o�, and this would come to a screeching halt. To to it to a child is unforgivable.

Reply 4 2



Reply 4 2

eddie_kaye Apr 18

It's called "abuse", not care!

Reply 6

ericsiverson Apr 19

If Mal practice insurance is too expensive for doctors to deliver babies > I

wonder what the mal practice rates will �nally be for doctors performing

transgender surgeries on minors .

Reply 5

1 reply

mmjsg256 Apr 19

No kind of "transition" meds or surgeries should be allowed until a person has

gone through puberty. A person does not know who they truly are until after

that time in their life. I speak from experience. Besides that, these "transitions"

do not truly change the sex of the person.

Reply 5

15 replies

Monkeytoe Apr 19

Like we didn't all see this coming.

Reply 5

3 replies

bjj Apr 19

The left is ruled by satan himself

Reply 5

LupusDei Apr 18

Democrats are disgusting evil things for advocating for those surgeries

especially on young children.

Reply 3 2

1 reply

WaltWoltman Apr 18

When you go against nature, there will always be hell to pay. It is just really

sad so many that do this are just kids. Where are the so-called parents? ✞
Reply 4 1

1 reply

PumaConcolor Apr 18

Meanwhile all democrats want all children to become homosexuals who



Meanwhile, all democrats want all children to become homosexuals who

mutilate their bodies.

Reply 5

Zepdog Apr 19

“Sorry Hun…we’d like to give you your old male part back but we sold it o� to

the nearest �shing marina for cat�sh bait”.

Reply 2 2

PapaRonaldo Apr 19

How and who is funding these abominable mutilations? Parents appear to be

kept in the dark,HOW???

Reply 4

1 reply

ericsiverson Apr 19

The poor women that lost her breasts may have to buy a baby bottle . But the

poor boy that was modi�ed will never be a father .

Reply 2 2

vorlon6 Apr 19

The people that have done this to children will see justice. Not only in the next

life but in this one. How long do the marxist trash think their neighbors are

going to put up with this shlitz? Tic toc kids, when justice �nds you dont start

your cryin. You've earned ever charge and every year behind bars or worst.

Reply 2 2

suzumax Apr 19

The things that have been done to children over the years just keep getting

worse, the depravity has gotten so bad I can't even �nd the words to use for

these monsters who are doing this.

Reply 4

Penkovski Apr 19

It's like explaining to the child king that once you say o� with their heads you

cannot say, okay, back on with their heads. I hope that any doctor sick enough

to do this would have a little decency and tell them, IT IS IRREVERSIBLE before

playing Dr. Frankenstein. These doctors are as sick as their patients.

Reply 4

TRUTHSTRATEGY Apr 19

The DEMOCRAT PARTY and sexual deviants take advantage of these poor

people, ALLo f whom desperately need real mental health care, for their own

sel�sh and deviant desires.
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